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?ETE121??? 35cm?????? S???????????????? PE ??? 70?A???
????????? 7cm??? 10g???????????????????????? 11 ??









????? 6.1 ± 0.23 6.0 ± 0.20 .542?n.s.
???cm? 109.1 ± 6.10 110.7 ± 5.48 .478?n.s.
???kg? 18.3 ± 3.90 19.1 ± 3.07 .370?n.s.
? 2?????????????
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4 ??????????????????? 9 ? / ?? 11 ? / ????????????????

























t ??4? p ?
?????????? 27.3 ± 1.16 24.7 ± 2.08 1.940 .124?n.s.
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